Data is a valuable asset for every organization. The right analytics tools can strengthen your competitive edge by enabling everyone to develop insights from data anywhere and deliver them in real time. The result? Better decisions and faster actions. TIBCO combines ease of use with analytic depth to grow with your organization as needs evolve.

**AI-DRIVEN VISUAL ANALYTICS**
The best analytics tools guide you to use what you already know to discover things you don’t, amplifying your experience and augmenting your skills. Explore data from multiple sources and angles to get answers faster. Whether it’s a data deep dive or checking KPIs on the road, insight is just a couple clicks away.

- Immersive visualizations
- Smart Recommendations
- One-click predictions
- Threaded discussions and collaboration
- Maps, geocoding, and routing
- Mobile metrics and KPIs

*Related Products: TIBCO Spotfire*

**SMART DATA WRANGLING**
Whatever data you use, once you see it, there are things to fix and change for your analysis. With Spotfire®, you can fix your data inline while performing your analysis, eliminating back and forth between tools.

- Interactive and iterative data wrangling
- Data transformations at your fingertips
- Ability to derive new data features on the fly
- Auto-generated replayable models

*Related Products: TIBCO Spotfire*

**ADVANCED AND GEOSPATIAL ANALYTICS**
When simple visualization methods fall short, advanced and geospatial analytics finds signals buried deep in the noise. Instantly visualize sophisticated predictive and statistical analytics with built in functions or write your own R code using the integrated TIBCO® Enterprise Runtime for R (TERR) engine.

- One-click forecast, K-means clustering, line similarity, regression, classification and R-integration
- Calculations using R/TERR scripts
- Custom expressions and data functions
- Map layers: geology, satellite, lat/long, TMS, WMS
- ESRI shape files (shp, dbf)

*Related Products: TIBCO Spotfire*
EMBEDDED ANALYTICS
You’ve built a great application. Now your users and customers are demanding more access to data and information than your application provides. Embed highly interactive reports, dashboards, and data visualizations seamlessly into your application to give users the analytics they want in the exact context they need. Deploy in the most modern application environments with support for the latest container and cloud technologies like Docker and AWS.

- Native integration with web applications via TIBCO Jaspersoft® Visualize.js™
- Pixel-perfect analytics design environment
- Architecture agnostic / DevOps-ready
- Pre-configured multi-tenant support
- OEM pricing model

Related Products: TIBCO Jaspersoft®

ENTERPRISE REPORTING
Once you have data in the right place, it’s time to package it in a consumable format and distribute to the masses. Design pixel-perfect reports using the world’s most popular report IDE and deliver in high volumes to internal or external customers at predictable costs. Connect to the latest databases and deploy in any environment.

- Pixel-perfect report designer
- Auto-scaling clusters and horizontal scaling
- Data and architecture agnostic
- Modern APIs for easy migration from legacy tools
- CPU-based pricing model

Related Products: TIBCO Jaspersoft

TIBCO ANALYTICS PRODUCTS ON AWS MARKETPLACE
TIBCO SPOTFIRE FOR AWS
Create powerful data visualizations and discover insights in Amazon Redshift, RDS, and more. Pay-as-you-go with no data limits, up-front costs, or long-term commitments. Pricing starts at under $1/hour.

TIBCO CLOUD™ SPOTFIRE
Benefit from zero-install, web-based data discovery and visualization in a SaaS platform without IT infrastructure and maintenance concerns. Offline client for advanced data connectivity. Free 30-day trial.

TIBCO JASPERSOFT FOR AWS
Embed reports, dashboards, and visualizations seamlessly into your applications and distribute information to the masses. Automatically detect and connect to AWS data sources and pay as little as <$1/hour.